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Do you agree with this ?
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The Quality Framework and the role of the Quality Team
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The Quality Framework

The refreshed Quality Framework reinforces the quality principles set out in the Quality 

Strategy. In particular, the framework

• has patient safety and learner wellbeing at its core

• promotes quality improvement

• is multi-professional

• promotes Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI)

• promotes consistency and a common language

• encourages innovation

• facilitates a cross-system approach to quality and encourages partnership working

• reflects the shared responsibility we all have for quality
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Education quality framework
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When a concern arises regarding an education and training programme and/or an 

approved learning environment:

❖ NHS England regional education quality teams, education providers and placement 

providers must work together to ensure regulatory and educational standards for 

education and training continue to be met.

❖ Education institutions and those responsible for the management of approved training 

programmes are required to report concerns to NHS England WT&E, particularly 

where an issue affects the clinical learning environment or where the concern may 

pose a risk to patient and/or learner safety.

Working together and continuing to meet standards

Duty to raise concerns
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Persistent issues not resolved through actions with providers / stakeholders.

Major and serious quality issues that are impacting the quality of the learning 
environment or pose a risk to patient/learner safety.

Concerns that impact one of more of the educational contract quality standards.

Professional and System Regulator concerns.

Please raise concerns to 

england.qualityframework.eoe@nhs.net

Sharing and escalating quality concerns 

mailto:england.qualityframework.eoe@nhs.net
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Now published at: 

https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-

work/quality/raising-concerns

Key concepts include:

• This escalation process applies to all clinical
and practice learning environments in which
learners are placed regardless of funding
arrangements.

• This process applies to all providers of
healthcare education programmes and health
and care practice placements.

NHS England Guidance for Reporting and/or 
Escalating Education Quality Concerns

Higher Education 
Institutes

NHS Health and 
Care Providers

Independent Health 
and Care Providers

https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/quality/raising-concerns
https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/quality/raising-concerns
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❖ The education or placement provider will remain responsible for the management and 

mitigation of the concern.

❖ NHS England WT&E will be able to offer support and will require providers to share 

progress updates and confirmation of resolution.

❖ This information will enable the triangulation of concerns geographically and 

professionally to identify any emerging and/or escalating concerns.

❖ Providing regular updates to the regional NHS England WT&E office will support the 

collation of mitigating actions and good practice to support other providers to resolve 

similar concerns.

Ongoing responsibility and wider triangulation

Working together to solve problems
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Continuous Risk Based Process
Internal Escalation e.g. 

Heads of School, 
Regional Clinical Team

Risk Identification –
through Quality 

Concerns Alert Form

Risk assessment – through 
triangulation of concerns 

against all available 
information

Intervention decision: 
Exploratory

Supportive

No intervention

Review and reassess 
through Improvement 

Plan and/or further 
interventions

Further escalation  
and reporting of 

risks as necessary Patients 
and 

Learners
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Intensive Support Framework

Please escalate 

concerns at ISF 

level 2 and above 

to NHS England
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Quality Concerns Alert Form (QCAF)

❖ Concerns can be escalated via a Quality Concerns Alert Form. 

❖ Support is available from Quality Managers.

❖ Quality Framework inbox england.qualityframework.eoe@nhs.net for queries 

and submission of QCAF for review.

Quality Concerns Alert Form: 

Quality Concerns 

Alert Form QCAF 

mailto:england.qualityframework.eoe@nhs.net
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When reporting the quality issue or concern, the following should be considered:

❖ Be clear what the issue/concern is and which learner groups it affects.

❖ Be clear what steps have already been taken, and any mitigations in place. 

❖ Are the desired next steps and potential end points, including escalation, clearly 

described?

❖ Is there potential for impact on other professional or learner groups?

To support completing a quality concern alert form (QCAF)

Considerations and reflective questions
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How information will be used within 
NHS England

Reported concerns will feed into NHS England National and Regional Quality Processes.

In accordance with the Intensive Support Framework, concerns may be shared with partners.

We will support organisations to manage concerns providing local support to address them.

All regional offices apply the same language and categories to classify and describe escalation levels, to ensure consistency.

Please raise concerns to 

England.Qualityframework.eoe@nhs.net

mailto:England.Qualityframework.eoe@nhs.net
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Regional Education Quality Improvement Panel

❖ High level risks of 12 and above are reviewed and recommendations made 

through our REQIP.

❖ The main purpose of REQIP is for a strategic review of all highlighted quality 

concerns and decision making.

❖ Membership consists of internal medical and non-medical representatives and 

Quality and PGMDE Teams.

❖ Recommendations are approved by the Regional Postgraduate Dean (or not).

❖ Confirmed risks of ISF 2 and above are reported on the National Quality Risk 

Register, as are any quality concerns escalated to regional Quality Scrutiny 

Group (QSQ) or professional regulators.

❖ Information is shared as appropriate with the Trust and other agencies e.g. CQC.



Case Study Example 

GMC Survey identified a high 
number of red outliers at an 

Acute Hospital in Surgery.

Escalation to REQIP who 
agreed to hold an exploratory 

meeting.

Exploratory meeting held to 
explore issues with non 

medical and medical learners 
to ensure multi-professional 

views were captured

Following the meeting a 
report is produced for review 
by Panel, the report highlights 

areas of good practice and 
areas of concern

The Trust will be asked to 
submit a regular 

improvement plan for the 
Quality Team to monitor 

issues.

Currently the risk is 20 and 
on the national risk register, 

ISF 2.
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Thank You

@nhsengland

company/nhsengland

england.nhs.uk

End slide
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